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We study the problem of separating  points in the plane, no
two of which have the same  or  -coordinate using a minimum number of vertical and horizontal lines avoiding the
points, so that each cell of the subdivision contains at most
one point. We prove that this problem and some variants of it
are NP-complete. We give an approximation algorithm with
ratio  for the planar problem, and a ratio  approximation
algorithm for the  -dimensional variant, in which the points
are to be separated using axis-parallel hyperplanes. We reduce the problem to the rectangle stabbing problem studied
by Gaur et al [4]. Their approximation algorithm uses LProunding. Our algorithm presents an alternative LP-rounding
procedure which also works for the rectangle stabbing problem.
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Let # be a set of  points in the plane, no two of which
have the same  or  -coordinate. We consider the problem
of finding a minimum set of axis-parallel lines that do not
pass through any of the given points, such that each cell of
the resulting subdivision contains at most one point. In other
words, for each pair of points there is a line in our set which
separates the two points. We refer to this problem as the
separation problem SEPARATION. Its natural extension in
higher dimensions, called the multi-modal sensor allocation
problem in [9], asks for a minimum cardinality set of hyperplanes which separate  given points. It has applications
to fault-tolerant multi-modal sensor fusion in the context of
embedded sensor networks [9]. It is also a natural problem
to consider, from the perspective of computational geometry,
and appears to be closely related to other problems of separating points or hitting objects studied recently in the CG
literature [1, 2, 5, 6, 7].
When the number of dimensions is part of the input,
the separation problem has been shown to be NP-complete
[8]. However the proof of this result does not carry over
to the case when the number of dimensions is small (e.g.,
in the plane). We prove that the separation problem is NPcomplete. Our proof can be adapted to show that other variants of the problem are NP-complete as well (see below). We
present two LP-based approximation algorithms with ratio 
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in the plane, respectively  in (*) : the first is obtained by
casting the separation problem as a special case of the rectangle stabbing problem [5, 4] (see Section 2). The second
uses a different — counting based — rounding procedure.
We show that the second algorithm also works for the rectangle stabbing problem, with the same ratio  . We exhibit an
infinite sequence of examples in the plane having integrality
gap + , , for both problems. Our main result is
Theorem 1 There exists a ratio  approximation algorithm
for the separation problem in the plane. The above problem is NP-complete. Moreover, assuming P . - NP, there is
an absolute constant /103254 such that no polynomial time
algorithm has approximation guarantee 6879/:0 .
A natural variant of the above point separation problem
is a colored version: the points are colored, and one has to
find a minimum set of axis-parallel lines, such that the set
of points (if non-empty) in each cell of the resulting subdivision is monochromatic. Clearly having each point colored by
a different color is equivalent to the original problem. Thus
when the numbers of colors is part of the input this problem
is also NP-complete. We prove that it remains so for any
number ; of colors, ;=<> . This version also extends to
higher dimensions, as the original problem does. Both our
algorithms can be used to obtain a  -approximate solution
for the colored version in the plane, or  -approximate solutions for the colored version in (?) .
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Without loss of generality, we can restrict the set of vertical
or horizontal separating lines to a set T of UVXWH6ZY canonical
lines, one for each pair of consecutive points with respect to
the  -coordinate, and one for each pair of consecutive points
with respect to the  -coordinate (say, at the average coordinate value of two consecutive points).
We first give two lower bounds on [\#\] , the size of an
optimal
Consider the complete geometric graph
^ . U`_bsolution.
adceY whose vertex
^ set is the set # of  points. We
say that two edges of are independent, if there is no vertical or horizontal line that intersects both in their^ interior.
Let f be a maximum independent set of edges of . Then
clearly, [\#\]g<ih fh , since each edge of f requires a distinct
separating line.
Put [N#\] .3j . The maximum number of cells induced by
j lines is attained when the lines are divided evenly into vertical and horizontal. Since each point requires a distinct cell of
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k gement of j lines, we have Uml
 , which implies

j ,P1n7o6ZYFUmp j , q7o6ZYb<

[\#\]r<spt:u q?Wvw

U 61Y

In the rectangle stabbing problem [5, 4], we are given a
set of (nondegenerate) axis-parallel rectangles in the plane,
with the objective of stabbing all the rectangles with the minimum number of axis-parallel lines (a rectangle is said to be
stabbed by line x , if x intersects its interior). Gaur, Ibaraki
and Krishnamurti have recently given a ratio  approximation algorithm for this problem [4].
Let us first see how the separation problem can be cast as
a rectangle stabbing problem. For each pair of points yJa{z}|
# , consider the rectangle ~Z , whose diagonal is yz . Then
separating all the points in # is equivalent to stabbing all
rectangles ~\1 , with yaz| # . Note also that it is enough
to restrict ourselves to empty rectangles, i.e., those that do
not contain other points of # : stabbing all empty rectangles
~NZ guarantees that all rectangles are stabbed. However, in
general this restriction may be not significant, as it is easy to
construct examples with \UmY empty rectangles determined
by the  points.
Let  be the collection of rectangles in the rectangle stabbing problem. A set T of canonical lines is selected first, as
in the separation problem (see [4] for details regarding this
selection). The natural IP (integer program) with variables
 , for |}T is

FX  
LP

{C md¡

 < 6©¨~g|ª

£¢¤¥d¦F¢§  3

  |¬«Z4CaF6P®¨|}TXw

Ut:Y
U+ Y
UV¯DY

The linear programming relaxation of IP is obtained by replacing the constraints UV¯ Y by

  < 4°¨±|²TXw

Ut³:Y

Denote by ´# the value of the linear program in U`PY . The
algorithm of Gaur et al. solves the linear program and classifies rectangles as horizontal or vertical (with ties broken
arbitrarily), depending on whether
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It then solves optimally the problem of stabbing the horizontal rectangles by horizontal lines, and that of stabbing
the vertical rectangles by vertical lines, by solving the corresponding linear programs ´#*Â and ´#bÃ . The solutions
of these two linear programs are integral, a property that
follows from the total unimodularity of their system matrices. Putting together the two sets of lines results in a  approximation algorithm, using again the total unimodularity property. We remark here, that instead of solving ´# Â
8

and ´# Ã , one can solve directly the corresponding stabbing
problems using the greedy algorithm, since these become interval stabbing problems on the line.
The formulation of the integer and linear programs forv
the
,
separation problem is analogous. The IP with variables
for  |}T is

FX  
LP

{C md¡

£¢VÀÅm¥¸V¥¤À¢ 1  <Æ6®¨ÇUVyJa{zY
  |É«Z4CaF6©¨±|²TXw

UÄ Y
U`ÈPY
UÊ Y

The linear programming relaxation of IP is obtained by replacing the constraints UtÊ:Y by

  < 4Ë¨|²TXw

UÌ Y

The  -approximate solution is obtained in the same way.
We now provide a new, conceptually simpler, LP-based
algorithm that only solves the linear program UÄ YaZU`ÈYamUtÌ:Y ,
and directly rounds the solution. Go through the horizontal
lines in order of their  -coordinates, adding up their fractions. Whenever the total reaches 61,P , pick that line, reset
the total to 4 , and keep going. Do the same with the vertical lines. The picked lines cannot miss any edge! Since
´#ÎÍ=[\#\] , the approximation ratio is  . It is easy to see
that this algorithm works for the rectangle stabbing problem
as well, with the same ratio of  .
Let  be the set of empty rectangles ~Ï1 . We have
h Éh . \UÐY and h Éh . [UVZY . Denote by ² the set of
empty rectangles ~R1 , where y lies to the left of z .  can
be computed in [UV  Y time, by computing o in [UVÐY time
for each yo|}# . The details are omitted.
We finally remark that both algorithms can be used to
solve the colored version of the separation problem in the
plane with the same ratio of  : write linear constraints only
for the set of bichromatic edges, i.e., those whose endpoints
have different colors.
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We now show an infinite sequence of examples in the plane
having integrality gap +D, , for both the rectangle stabbing,
and the separation problem. It is enough to do this for the
separation problem (as a special case of the rectangle stabbing problem).
Lemma 2 The integrality gap of the linear program
UÄ YaZU`ÈYamUtÌ:Y is +D, for an infinite class of examples.
Proof. Consider the five-point configuration in Fig. 1 (left),
that we call an . The points can be fractionally separated
with weights 6 , on each of the four canonical lines shown
in the figure. Thus ´#ÔÍr¯D, .  . Using the trivial lower
bound U 6ZY (or by inspection) gives [\#\]Õ<5p u ³1q?Wv . + ,
and it is easy to see that this is tight.
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Figure 1: A class of examples with integrality gap +
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By repeating ; times the


diagonally, such that two adjacent s share one point, we obtain a configuration with
¯ ;}7i6 points, as in Fig. 1 (right), for ; . + . One can
think of the points being placed on an (infinite) chessboard.
Observe that in each row or column of the board the points
have increasing  and  -coordinates. Again, the points can
be fractionally separated with weights 61, on each of the
canonical lines shown in the figure. Thus ´#ÖÍ9¯D;C, . :; .
 requires three lines, and
To separate the points of each
since the points have increasing  and  -coordinates
in each

row or column, no line used to separate one is of any help

in separating other s, thus [\#\]Ë<×+ ; . It is easy to see
that + ; lines are also enough, and the lemma follows.
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The decision version of the separation problem is clearly in
NP, so we only have to prove its NP-hardness. Inspired by
the reduction from Proposition 6.2 of [5], we reduce the satisfiability problem 3-SAT to the separation problem in the
plane (SEPARATION). The input to 3-SAT is a boolean formula ß in 3-CNF form, i.e., each clause has exactly three
literals. The problem asks whether ß is satisfiable. 3-SAT is
known to be NP-complete [3]. Let ß have  variables and à
clauses. The reduction constructs a set #*á of ¯PH7â61 ài7±
points in the plane, no two of which have the same  or  coordinate. The construction is illustrated in Figure 2 for
ß . UVã77 äDYU ª7 7âä YFU H7 7 äDY . Here  . ¯ and
à . + ; the three clauses are denoted å£æ , å  , åèç .
There are three types of points: variable points, clause
points and control points. The control points come in pairs
and have increasing  -coordinates when scanned from left
to right: denoted é æ amwFwmwaéFêdëì
í ì  . For 6vÍÔîªÍÔo7g6 ,
d
a
é
the pair é
”forces” a horizontal line (which is more
æ
dïð dï
useful than the vertical line separating the pair), and for ª7
}Í3îÍrÞ7±à57Õ6 , the pair é ïð æ aé ï ”forces” a vertical
line. We call these lines grid lines, and we denote by ñ the
lowest horizontal grid line. There are three variable points

a
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Figure 2: The point set #8á corresponding to ß . Uã7â7
ä:YFU Ç7 L7ä YFU 7 7 ä:Y . The solution (set of separating lines)
corresponding to the truth assignment ã . 6Pa . 6:a{ .
4adä . 6 is shown; the grid lines are solid, while the other
separating lines are dashed.
for each variable, and nine clause points for each clause. The
nine points of each clause å are made up of six points that
appear in the rows of the variables that appear in å (above
the horizontal line ñ ), and three points below ñ . We have a
pair of points in the grid cell given by each variable-clause
pair UVadå£Y , where the variable  appears in å , thus six points
per clause above line ñ . The three points of each variable
require two separating lines. Every optimal solution can be
assumed to use exactly one vertical line, as one vertical line
also separates two control points and a second one is not
needed. The choice of the higher (resp. lower) horizontal
line corresponds to setting of the variable to true (resp. false).
If  appears unnegated in å , the pair of points is separated
by the higher horizontal line, whereas if  appears negated
in å , the pair of points is separated by the lower horizontal
line.
Clearly, constructing # á can be accomplished in polynomial time. The result follows once we establish the following
claim (proof omitted).
Claim 1 ß is satisfiable if and only if
using ¯PH7ò+Pài79 lines.

# á

can be separated

We can use the same reduction to show that the separation problem with colored points is also NP-complete. The
 -coloring that we use has the property that all the edges
specified in the above proof are bichromatic (i.e., their endpoints have different colors). We omit the details for lack of
space. We thus have
Corollary 1 The separation problem in the plane with colored points is NP-complete.
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The maximum + -satisfiability problem MAX-3SAT is that of
finding a truth value assignment which satisfies the maximum number of clauses in a Boolean formula in 3-CNF
form. For each fixed ; , define MAX-3SAT Ut;Y to be the restriction of MAX-3SAT to Boolean formulae in which each
variable occurs at most ; times. Theorem 3 below is immediate from Theorems 29.7, 29.11, and Corollary 29.8 in
[10].

Theorem 3 [10] Assuming P . - NP, there is an absolute constant /ö÷2Ë4 such that no polynomial time algorithm for
MAX-3SAT(5) satisfies at least U 6èWo/Zö}Yà clauses for every
satisfiable formula ß with à clauses.
To prove the approximation hardness stated in Theorem 1,
we use the same reduction, and Theorem 3. Calculations
show that one can take / 0 . /ö²,PÈP³ . We omit the details.
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Following [4], it is now straightforward to observe that both
our algorithms yield a factor  approximation for the separation problem in (*) . This holds for the colored version as
well. One has to replace 6 , with 61,  in the corresponding
places. In the first phase, after solving the linear program,
edges are classified into  types, depending on the coordinate
for which the sum of fractional weights is at least 6 ,  . In the
second phase, the first algorithm solves  linear programs
(as in [4]), or solves  interval stabbing problems on the line
(as in Section 2). The second algorithm cycles through all
coordinates and for each coordinate, goes through the hyperplanes in order, and picks a hyperplane when the total sum
of the fractional weights reaches 61, . The total is then reset
to 4 , and the process continues.
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Several interesting questions regarding the separation problem in the plane remain, such as: Is it possible to improve
the ratio  approximation? Do special cases, e.g., points in
convex position, admit better approximation ratios, or even
exact solutions? Are there planar examples having integrality gap larger than +D, ? We have examples for which every
LP solution is not half integral. Using rounding, one can
obtain a ratio + ,P approximation for instances whose LP solution is half integral. One can potentially strengthen the LP
by adding constraints requiring that each triplet of points is
fractionally separated by at least  , but we did not find yet
any benefit in doing that.
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